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Office of the Commissioner of Customs, City Customs Commissionerate,           

   P.B. No. 5400, C.R. Building, Queen’s Road, Bengaluru – 560 001

Date: 25.11.2020
PUBLIC NOTICE NO: 58/2020                                                                           
(DIN- 20201172MR000000B490)                    

Subject: Customs: ICES Advisory 43/2020 -Tariff Related Quota –

     Implementation in System–reg.

Kind reference is invited to ICES Advisory 43/2020 dated 23.11.2020 communicating
the procedure for Tariff Related Quota –Implementation in System. In this regard please refer
to  CBIC’s  notifications  28/2020  dated  23.06.2020  and  40/2020  dated  28.10.2020  where
concessional rate for BCD has been notified for certain items provided that the quantity of
total  imports of such goods in a financial  year do not exceed the tariff rate quota (TRQ)
quantity as specified in the notifications. 

2. The  annexures  to  the  notifications  also  specify  the  conditions  for  availing  the
notification benefit. In accordance with the conditions, DGFT would issue TRQ licenses to
eligible  importers  for  these  commodities.  The  mechanism  to  receive  the  TRQ  licenses
electronically  from DGFT has  also  been  established.  The  IEC  and  quantity  based  TRQ
licenses will be transmitted by DGFT electronically with scheme code 32 to ICEGATE. The
same will  be available  for registration at  the port  of registration (as per the license)  like
licenses of other EP schemes in the License Registration Module of ICES. Expectedly, unlike
advance authorization licenses,  TRQ licenses will  only have items of import without any
items of export for export obligation. 

3. During the import  of these commodities,  the importer  will  have to  give the TRQ
license details in the license table of the Bill of Entry with scheme code 32 while claiming the
concessional duty benefit under any of the TRQ notifications. The import quantity in the BE
would automatically be debited from the TRQ license by the system like licenses of other
schemes. The appraising officer will also be able to see the TRQ license details and debit
quantity during assessment or later in the license ledger. 

4. If the license details are not given in the BE or the import quantity allowed in the
license is already exhausted in the previous BEs, the use of the notification benefit would not
be allowed by the System and the importer would be able to import only at the tariff rate of
the duty. 
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5. Action to be taken in terms of decisions taken in this Public Notice will be considered
as Standing Order for officers/staff. Since it is a new scheme, officers may also scrutinize the
duty  and duty foregone calculations  carefully  for  the  first  few BEs filed  with the  above
notifications. Any difficulties faced by the Officers may be immediately brought to the notice
of Directorate General of Systems & Data Management, New Delhi.

6. Any  difficulties  faced  by  the  Trade  may  be  brought  to  the  notice  of  the  Joint
Commissioner of Customs, ICD Whitefield, Bengaluru. 

(BASWARAJ NALEGAVE)
Encl: As above.       COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS
Copy to:

1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Bengaluru Zone for information.
2. The Joint Commissioner of Customs, ICD Bengaluru
3. Bengaluru Customs Website.
4. Notice Board
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